In 2 experiments, nonpilots made time-to-contact (TTC) judgments during simulated oblique descents toward a groundplane. Experiment 1 revealed a significant effect of simulated glideslope on TTC judgments: 3-degree simulations were underestimated, 6-degree simulations were generally accurate, and 9-degree simulations were overestimated. However, there was a significant reduction in this glideslope effect when the simulated aimpoint was explicitly (as opposed to implicitly) identified throughout the display. This glideslope effect was also found to disappear in Experiment 2, when aimpoint distance was held constant for all glideslopes, suggesting that TTC was being indirectly calculated based on perceived distance. 
calculated in staged processes, where the perceived distance to impact is essentially divided by the observer's perceived approach velocity (Gray & Regan, 2000) . However, TTC may also be obtained directly from the optical flow presented to the pilot (e.g. Tresilian, 1991) . Lee (1976) suggested that TTC could be directly determined via the rate of change in the optical size of an object during self-or object motion in depth. For example, during a constant velocity self-motion, the rate of an object's retinal image expansion will be inversely related to the time remaining for the observer to reach the object (Bootsma & Craig, 2003) .
Designated Tau (τ), this monocularly available information about TTC is specified as follows:
There are three different versions of this tau equation (Kaiser & Mowafy, 1993) . In the case of Local tau type I (τ L (1) ), θ is defined as the instantaneous, optical angular distance between any two designated points contained within a rigid object's surface (Tresilian, 1991) . In the case of Local tau type II (τ L (2) ), θ is defined as the angular distance between the optical boundaries of an object (Lee, 1976; Tresilian, 1991) .
Finally, in the case of Global tau (τ G ), θ is defined as the angular distance between an element point within the optic flow field and the observer's aimpoint (Tresilian, 1991 (Tresilian, , 1993 . In all three cases, dθ/dt is the instantaneous rate of angular TTC perception during night landing 5 expansion of these angular distances over time. However, these particular formulae are only valid when the observer (or the object) is moving at a constant velocity and the object or surface feature lies perpendicular to the direction of this motion (Warren, 1995) . Note that accurate perception of TTC based on τ G presupposes accurate perception of the location of the aimpoint.
TTC Perception During an Oblique Approach towards a Runway
During an oblique approach toward a planar surface, the optic flow projected on to the retina above and below the aimpoint varies asymmetrically in both velocity and direction (Gibson et al., 1955; Warren, 1995) . Mulder et al. (2000) denote the aiming line as the hypothetical dividing line between these two optical areas. Optical information above the aiming line (i.e. between the aiming line and the horizon) will lead to an overestimation of TTC due to a slower rate of expansion (relative to the aiming line). Conversely, optical information below the aiming line will lead to underestimation of TTC due to a faster rate of expansion. Thus, τ L (2) does not accurately reflect TTC during an oblique approach -as it is based on the optical expansion of an entire object. τ L
and τ G will, however, accurately indicate TTC, but only when they are based on the optical expansion of elements lying on the aiming line (Mulder et al, 2000) . These modified versions of τ, which will TTC perception during night landing 6 be referred to henceforth as restricted local tau type I (Rτ L
) and restricted global tau (Rτ G ), are defined as follows:
Where θ ALw is the instantaneous visual angle formed between any two points lying along the aiming line, and dθ ALw /dt is the angular rate of expansion of these two points over time.
Similarly, θ ALtx is the instantaneous visual angle formed between a texture element located at some point along the aiming line and the aimpoint, and dθ ALtx /dt is the rate of expansion this angle projects over time (derived from Mulder et al., 2000) . Grosz et al. (1995) suggested that pilots might utilize taubased information about TTC to determine the moment of flare onset. In their study, three pilots participated in an active landing task during a simulated night approach. They found that pilots did not initiate their flares at a constant time-tocontact and performed more forceful flares when approaches had a higher sink rate. A later study by Mulder et al. (2000) investigated the effects of ground texture on flare timing by testing non-pilots in a simulated landing situation. They hypothesized that adding extra texture elements to a ground plane containing a runway outline would provide more optimal Rτ G information along the aiming line, thereby improving performance (as the expansion of each additional texture element relative to the aimpoint provides extra information about Rτ G ). Consistent with this notion, they found that displays that contained additional texture produced the most successful flare timing judgments. The highest simulated sinkrate produced the least successful judgments, indicating that flare timing difficulties increased with increasing sink-rate.
Previous TTC Research into the Oblique Runway Approach
The TTC at which the flare was initiated was also found to decrease as angular velocity increased. The addition of extra texture to the display weakened, but did not eradicate, this effect for all subjects.
Aimpoint Misperception and TTC Estimation
The findings of the Grosz et al. (1995) to 50 years (M = 22.5 years). All reported normal or correctedto-normal vision. As in the previous study by Mulder et al (2000) , all of our participants were non-pilots -since professional pilots can be highly biased towards initiating the flare at a certain height (Grosz et al, 1995) . Hancock & Manser, 1997; Hecht, Kaiser, Savelsbergh, & van der Kamp, 2002; Manser & Hancock, 1996; Schiff & Oldak, 1990) .
During the experimental phase, simulated landing displays disappeared after 1 sec. The participant's task was to wait for the appropriate time and then press the mouse button when they perceived that they would have made contact with the ground plane. Trial blocks were organized by aimpoint and texture display condition: (1) dot-only, (2) dot-only + explicit aimpoint, (3) runway-only, (4) runway-only + explicit aimpoint, Figure 2) . This interaction appears to have been driven by the following: (i) underestimates were larger for both runway-only and runway-dot displays than for dot-only displays in 3 degree glideslope conditions; (ii) overestimates were slightly larger for runway-dot and dot-only displays than for runway-only displays in 9 degree glideslope conditions; and (iii) Runway-dot displays produced near perfect estimates in 6 degree glideslope conditions, while dot-only displays were overestimated and runway-only displays were underestimated.
<INSERT and approached significance in the 9 degree glideslope conditions (p < .08).
<INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE>
Discussion
Since the glideslope biases in these TTC judgments appeared to be consistent with the previous glideslope biases in heading judgments reported by Palmisano and Gillam (2005) , it was possible that TTC errors in the current experiment were due to observers misperceiving the heading simulated by our displays.
Consistent with this notion, the inclusion of an explicit aimpoint in displays was found to reduce TTC error, suggesting that participants were able to more accurately estimate TTC when the true heading was known. However, contrary to the notion that TTC estimates were based on Rτ G or Rτ L
, 3 degree glideslope conditions were substantially underestimated, even when the display contained an explicit aimpoint. This finding 
, then it is possible that: (i) TTCs for 3 degree glideslopes were underestimated because the greatest area of optical expansion was below the aiming line (faster expansion); (ii) TTCs for 9 degree glideslopes were overestimated because the greatest area of optical expansion was above the aiming line (slower expansion); and (iii) TTCs for 6 degree glideslopes were estimated accurately because the expansion was more evenly distributed above and below the aiming line. 
,however, this explanation appears unlikely considering that Rτ G and Rτ L
were clearly not utilized in Experiment 1.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The current experiments examined the effects of each of the In Experiment 1, the following glideslope biases were observed: TTC judgments were underestimated for 3 degree glideslopes and overestimated for 9 degree glideslopes. In the absence of an explicit aimpoint, it was possible that these TTC errors were produced by participants misperceiving the heading simulated by the display. However, contrary to the notion that heading misperception was responsible for these errors, significant TTC underestimation was still found when the 3 degree glideslope displays contained an explicit aimpoint.
Hence, it was concluded that the restricted tau cues were not sufficient to accurately determine TTC in this experiment (even when explicit heading information was available).
Importantly, the glideslope bias found in Experiment 1 did not persist in Experiment 2. The main difference between these two experiments was that in Experiment 1 the simulated aimpoint distance varied with the glideslope, whereas in Experiment 2 the simulated aimpoint distance was identical for all glideslopes.
Further, there was some evidence that the perceived angular approach velocity might also have influenced TTC estimates -with faster velocity (i.e. longer simulated TTC) conditions leading to TTC underestimation and slower velocity (i.e. shorter simulated TTC) conditions leading to TTC overestimation when the simulated glideslope was 9 degrees.
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Taken together, these results appear to provide strong support for the indirect calculation of TTC.
According to this account, the glideslope bias found in Recently, the notion that TTC judgments can be significantly influenced by non-tau based information has received support from a variety of studies. This research has provided evidence that TTC estimates/judgments depend on perceived velocity (e.g. Andersen, Cisneros, Atchley, & Saidpour, 1999; Smeets, Brenner, Trebuchet, & Mestre, 1996) , perceived distance and/or depth order (DeLucia, 1991; DeLucia et al, 2003) . Furthermore, it has been shown that the speed of simulated self-motion can be increased by up 50 percent (over a 0.5 sec period) prior to the detection of any change in perceived velocity (Monen & Brenner, 1994 Since TTC estimates improved with the inclusion of an explicit aimpoint, future research might examine alternative ways to illuminate the runway that are more conducive to safer night landing. Specifically, research might investigate runway illumination that allows the pilot to visually "lock on" to a specific aiming target upon descent. The inclusion of an explicit aimpoint in pilot training simulators may therefore provide a simple and cost effective means of improving night landings, with a further view towards implementation on existing tarmacs.
Conclusions
The current findings are consistent with previous research suggesting that the runway outline does not provide adequate information for night landing (e.g. Mertens, 1978 Mertens, , 1981 . TTC estimates in our study were shown to be biased by altering the TTC perception during night landing 27 simulated glideslope and the simulated distance to the aimpoint. These findings were more consistent with indirect (as opposed to direct) perception of landing flare initiation.
That is, participants estimated TTC based on perceived distance to the aimpoint and their instantaneous approach speed (as opposed to directly perceiving TTC based on Rτ G , Rτ L (1) or τ L
).
While we acknowledge that our night-time landing display conditions and passive timing task may have forced participants to favour an indirect strategy over a direct strategy, the present findings provide evidence of the important role that distance perception plays in the control this very difficult flight maneuver. Previous studies have examined flare timing performance with dynamic landings tasks and provided performance feedback (e.g. Grosz et al, 1995; Mulder et al, 2000) . While there are many benefits to be gained from these more ecological landing tasks, it can prove difficult to ascertain how much of the flare error was due to perception and how much was due to control issues (in the case of the latter source of error, performance will be affected by differences in practice/experience, technique and other higher level cognitions). 
